[Activity of toxins produced by Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae in model and cell membranes].
We studied effects of toxins produced by a bacterium Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae on the conductance of bilayer lipid membranes (BLM). The used toxins were as follows: syringopeptin 22A (SP22A), syringomycin E (SPE), syringostatin A (SSA), syringotoxin B (STB), and methylated syringomycin E (CH3-SRE). All toxins demonstrated channel-forming activity. The threshold sequence for toxin activity was SP22A > SRE approximately equal to SSA > STB > CH3-SRE, and this sequence was independent of lipid membrane composition, and NaCl concentration (pH 6) in the membrane bathing solution (in the range of 0.1-1.0 M). This sequence correlated with relative bioactivities of toxins. In addition, SRE demonstrated a more potent antifungal activity than CH3-SRE. These findings suggest that ion channel formation may underlie the bioactivities of the above toxins. The properties of single ion channels formed by the toxins in BLMs were found to be similar, which points to the similarity in the channel structures. In negatively charged membranes, bathed with diluted electrolyte solutions (0.1 M NaCl), the channels were seen to open with positive transmembrane potentials (V) (from the side of toxin addition), and close with negative potentials. In uncharged membranes the opposite response to a voltage sign was observed. Increasing the NaCl concentration up to 1 M unified the voltage sensitivity of channels in charged and uncharged membranes: channels opened with negative V, and closed with positive V. With all systems, the voltage current curves of single channels were similarly superlinear in the applied voltage and asymmetric in its sign. It was found that the single channel conductance of STB and SSA was higher than that of other toxin channels. All the toxins formed at least two types of ion channels that were multiple by a factor of either 6 or 4 in their conductance. The results are discussed in terms of the structural features of toxin molecules.